Abstract. Supertropical monoids are a structure slightly more general than the supertropical semirings, which have been introduced and used by the first and the third authors for refinements of tropical geometry and matrix theory in 
Introduction
To a large extent the algebra underpinning present day tropical geometry is based on the notion of a (commutative) bipotent semiring. Such a semiring M is a totally ordered monoid under multiplication with smallest element 0, the addition being given by x y maxÔx, yÕ, cf. [IKR1, §1] for details. In logarithmic notation, which most often is used in tropical geometry, bipotent semirings appear as totally ordered additive monoids with absorbing element ¡ . The primordial object here is the bipotent semifield T ÔRÕ R Ø¡ Ù, cf. e.g. [IMS, §1.5] .
In [I] the first author introduced a cover of T ÔRÕ, graded by the multiplicative monoid ÔZ 2 , ¤ Õ, which was dubbed the extended tropical arithmetic. Then, in [IR1] and [IR2] , this structure has been amplified to the notion of a supertropical semiring. A supertropical semiring U is equipped with a "ghost map" ν : ν U : U U, which respects addition and multiplication and is idempotent, i.e., ν ¥ ν ν. Moreover, in this semiring a a νÔaÕ for every a È U (cf. [IKR3, §3] ). This rule replaces the rule a a a taking place in the usual max-plus (or min-plus) arithmetic. We call νÔaÕ the "ghost" of a and we term the elements of U, which are not ghosts, "tangible". (The element 0 is regarded both as tangible and ghost.) U then carries a multiplicative idempotent e e 2 such that νÔaÕ ea for every a È U. The image eU of the ghost map, called the ghost ideal of U, is itself a bipotent semiring. Supertropical semirings allow a refinement of valuation theory to a theory of "supervaluations", the basics of which can be found in [IKR1] - [IKR3] . Supervaluations seem to be able to provide an enriched version of tropical geometry, cf. [IKR1, §9. §11] and [IR1] . We recall the initial definitions.
An m-valuation (= monoid valuation) on a semiring R is a multiplicative map v : R M to a bipotent semiring M with vÔ0Õ 0, vÔ1Õ 1, and vÔx yÕ vÔxÕ vÔyÕ Ö maxÔvÔxÕ, vÔyÕÕ×, cf. [IKR1, §2] . We call v a valuation if in addition the semiring M is cancellative, by which we mean that MÞØ0Ù is closed under multiplication and is a cancellative monoid in the usual sense. If R happens to be a (commutative) ring, these valuations coincide with the valuations of rings defined by Bourbaki [B] (except that we switched from additive notation there to multiplicative notation here).
Given an m-valuation v : R M there exist multiplicative mappings ϕ : R U into various supertropical semirings U with ϕÔ0Õ 0, ϕÔ1Õ 1, such that M is the ghost ideal of U and ν U ¥ ϕ v. These are the supervaluations covering v, cf. [IKR1, §4] .
The supervaluations lead us to the "right" class of maps between supertropical semirings U, V which we have to admit as morphisms to obtain the category STROP of supertropical semirings (formally introduced in [IKR2, §1] ). These are the "transmissions". A transmission α : U V is a multiplicative map with αÔ0Õ 0, αÔ1Õ 1, αÔe U Õ e V , whose restriction γ : eU eV to the ghost ideals is a semiring homomorphism. It turned out in [IKR1, §5] that the transmissions from U to V are those maps α : U V such that for every supervaluation ϕ : R U the map α ¥ ϕ : R V is again a supervaluation.
Every semiring homomorphism α : U V is a transmission, but there also exist transmissions which do not respect addition. This causes a major difficulty for working in STROP . A large part of the papers [IKR1] , [IKR2] has been devoted to constructing various equivalence relations E on a supertropical semiring U such that the map π E : U UßE, which sends each x È U to its E-equivalence class Öx× E , induces the structure of a supertropical semiring on the set UßE which makes π E a transmission. We call such an equivalence relation E transmissive.
It seems difficult to characterize transmissive equivalence relations in an axiomatic way. In [IKR2, Proposition 4 .4] three axioms TE1-TE3 have been provided, which obviously have to hold, but then, adding a fourth axiom, we only characterized those transmissive equivalence relations on U, where the ghost ideal of UßE is cancellative [IKR2, Theorem 4.5] . Dubbing the equivalence relations obeying axioms TE1-TE3 "TE-relations", we had to leave the following problem open in general:
Ô¦Õ When is a TE-relation E on a supertropical semiring U transmissive?
The problem seems to be relevant since there exist natural classes of m-valuations v : R M, where the bipotent semiring M has no reason to be cancellative, cf. [IKR3, §1] . For R a ring such m-valuations already appeared in the work of Harrison-Vitulli [HV] and D. Zhang [Z] .
The present paper gives a solution to the problem Ô¦Õ just described. We introduce a new category STROP m containing the category STROP of supertropical semirings as a full subcategory. The objects of STROP m , called "supertropical monoids", are multiplicative monoids U with an absorbing element 0, an idempotent e È U, and a total ordering on the monoid eU, which makes eU a bipotent semiring.
In a supertropical monoid it is natural to speak about tangibles and ghosts in the same way as in supertropical semirings. Every supertropical semiring can be regarded as a supertropical monoid, of course. Conversely, since addition in a supertropical semiring U is determined by multiplication and the idempotent e (cf. [IKR3, Theorem 3 .11]), we can turn a supertropical monoid U into a supertropical semiring in at most one way, and then say that U "is" a supertropical semiring. If U and V are supertropical monoids, the definition of a transmission α : U V , as given above for U, V supertropical semirings, still makes sense, and these "transmissions" between supertropical monoids (cf. Definition 1.5) are taken as the morphisms in the category STROP m .
The axioms TE1-TE3 mentioned above also make perfect sense for an equivalence relation E on a supertropical monoid U (cf. Definition 1.7 below). Thus, such a relation E will again be called a TE-relation. But we have the important new fact that for a TErelation E on a supertropical monoid U the quotient UßE always exists in the category STROP m . More precisely, the set UßE can be equipped with the structure of a supertropical monoid in a unique way, such that the map π E is a transmission (cf. Theorem 1.8 below).
The solution of the problem Ô¦Õ from above now reads as follows (Scholium 1.12 below):
If U is a supertropical semiring and E is a TE-relation on U, then E is transmissive iff the quotient UßE in STROP m is a supertropical semiring.
We will provide a necessary and sufficient condition that a given supertropical monoid U is a supertropical semiring (Theorem 1.2 below). From this criterion it is immediate that U is such a semiring if the bipotent semiring U is cancellative, but there also are other cases, where this holds.
A bipotent semiring M may be viewed as a supertropical semiring, all of whose elements are ghosts. (This is the case 1 e.) Thus the category STROP m ßM of supertropical monoids over M may be viewed as the category of supertropical monoids U with a fixed ghost ideal eU M. Then the morphisms of STROP m ßM are the transmissions α : U V with αÔxÕ x for all x È M. We call the surjective transmissions over M fiber contractions (over M), as we did for supertropical semirings [IKR1, §6] . We note in passing that if α : U ։ V is a fiber contraction and U is a supertropical semiring, then V is again a supertropical semiring (cf. Theorem 1.6 below), and α is a semiring homomorphism [IKR1, Propoistion 5.10.iii] .
It turns out that for every supertropical monoid U there exists a fiber contraction σ U : U Ô U with Ô U a supertropical semiring, called the supertropical semiring associated to U, such that every fiber contraction α : U ։ V factors through σ U (in a unique way), α β ¥ σ U with β : Ô U V again a fiber contraction. In more elaborate terms, STROP ßM is a full reflective subcategory of STROP m ßM, cf. [F, p. 79] , [FS, 1.813] .
The reflections σ U : U Ô U turn out to be useful for solving problems of universal nature for supertropical semirings and supervaluations. The strategy is, first to solve such a problem in STROP m , which often is easy, and then to employ reflections to obtain a solution in STROP . Major instances for this are provided by Theorems 4.6 and 7.9 below.
A large part of the paper is devoted to the factorization of transmissions into appropriately defined "basic" transmissions. Let α : U ։ V be a surjective transmission with U, V supertropical monoids, and let α ν : γ : M ։ N denote the "ghost part" of α, i.e., the semiring homomorphism obtained from α by restriction to the ghost ideals M : e U U, N : e V V . Then there exists an essentially unique factorization
for some supertropical monoids U 1 and V 1 , with λ and µ fiber contractions of certain types over M and N respectively and β a so called "strict ghost-contraction", which means that β restricts to a bijection from the set T ÔU 1 Õ of non-zero tangible elements of U to T ÔU 1 Õ, while β ν γ, cf. Theorem 2.10. (Notice that γ has convex fibers in M, since γ respects the orderings of M and N. These convex sets are contracted by γ to one-point sets, hence the name "ghost-contraction". "Strict" alludes to the property that no element of T ÔUÕ is sent to a ghost in V .) From (0.1) we then obtain a factorization
which is really unique. Here λ, β, µ are transmissions of the same types as before but are normalized to maps π E given by certain TE-relations E on U, U , W respectively, which are uniquely determined by α, and ρ is an isomorphism over N eV. This is the "canonical factorization" of α, appearing in the title of the paper (Definition 2.12). The transmissions λ, β, µ, ρ are called the canonical factors of α.
In §3 we make explicit how the canonical factors of a composition α 2 ¥ α 2 of two transmissions α 1 : U 1 U 2 , α 2 : U 2 U 3 can be obtained from the canonical factors of α 1 and α 2 .
Our primary interest is not in supertropical monoids but in supertropical semirings. In this respect the following result is useful: If U and V are supertropical semirings, then in the canonical factorization (0.2) all three supertropical monoids U, W, W are again supertropical semirings, and thus all canonical factors are morphisms in STROP (Theorem 2.10).
Besides STROP, the category STROPH deserves interest, whose objects are again the supertropical semirings but whose morphisms are only the semiring homomorphisms. (Thus STROPH is a subcategory of STROP and a full subcategory of the category of semirings.) In §5 we introduce a subcategory STROPH m of STROP m which turns out to be equally useful for working in STROPH, as STROP m has proved to be useful for STROP .
The objects of STROPH m are again the supertropical monoids, but the morphisms are suitably defined "h-transmissions", which are designed in such a way that an h-transmission α : U V between supertropical semirings is a semiring homomorphism, cf. Definition 5.1. Thus STROPH is a full subcategory of STROPH m . Again it turns out that for a given bipotent semiring M the category STROPH ßM is reflective in STROPH m ßM (Corollary 5.10).
If α : U V is a surjective h-transmission, then the canonical factors of α are again h-transmissions (Theorem 5.11). It follows that, if α : U V is a surjective semiring homomorphism, the whole canonical factorization runs in STROPH.
In §6 we study supertropical monoids which have a total ordering defined to be compatible with the supertropical monoid structure in a rather obvious way (Definition 6.1). We call them ordered supertropical monoids (= OST-monoids, for short). It turns out that the underlying supertropical monoids of an OST-monoid is a supertropical semiring (Theorem 6.4).
The "right" morphisms between OST-monoids are the transmissions compatible with the given orderings, called monotone transmissions. It turns out that every monotone transmission is a semiring homomorphism (Theorem 6.7). A major result now is that, given a monotone transmission α : U V , all factors of the canonical factorization (0.2) of α can be interpreted as monotone transmissions. More precisely, there exist unique total orderings on U , W, W , which make U , W, W OST-monoids and all factors λ, β, µ, ρ monotone transmissions (Theorem 6.14).
In the last sections §7- §9 of the paper "m-supervaluations" play the leading role. Given an m-valuation v : R M on a semiring R, an m-supervaluation ϕ : R U covering v is defined in a completely analogous way as has been indicated above for a supervaluation. The only difference is that now U is a supertropical monoid instead of a supertropical semiring (Definition 7.1).
The morphisms in STROP m are adapted to the m-supervaluations, as the morphisms in STROP were adapted to the supervaluations, to wit, a map α : U V between supertropical monoids is a transmission iff for every m-supervaluation ϕ : R U the map α ¥ ϕ is again an m-supervaluation. (This has not been detailed in the paper.)
In order to avoid discussions about "equivalence" of m-valuations we now tacitly assume, without essential loss of generality, that all occurring m-supervaluations ϕ : R U are "surjective", i.e., U ϕÔRÕ eϕÔRÕ. 1 Given such m-supervaluations ϕ : R U, ψ : R V , w say that ϕ dominates ψ, and write ϕ ψ, of there exists a (unique) transmission α : U V with ψ α ¥ ϕ.
In §7 we construct the initial m-supervaluation ϕ 0 v : R UÔvÕ 0 covering a given msupervaluation v : R M, which means that ϕ 0 v dominates all other m-supervaluations covering v. It then is immediate that
is the initial supervaluation covering v, i.e., dominates all supervaluations covering v (Theorem 7.9).
Already in [IKR1, §7] we could prove that an initial supervaluation ϕ v covering v exists, but obtained an explicit description of ϕ v only in the case that M is cancellative, while now we obtain an explicit description of ϕ v in general (Scholium 7.11) The last two sections §8, §9 are motivated by our interest to put a supervaluation ϕ : R U covering v to use in tropical geometry. It will be relevant to apply ϕ to the coefficients of a given polynomial f ÔλÕ È RÖλ× in a set λ of n variables (or a Laurent polynomial), and to study the supertropical root sets and tangible components of polynomials gÔλÕ È F Öλ× in F n (cf. [IR1, §5, §7] ) obtained from f ϕ ÔλÕ È UÖλ× by passing from U to various supertropical semifields F . For this purpose it will be important to have some control on the set Øa È R ϕÔaÕ È MÙ Øa È R ϕÔaÕ vÔaÕÙ.
Given an m-supervaluation ϕ : R Y covering v : R M, we construct a tangible msupervaluation Ö ϕ : R Ö U , which is minimal with Ö ϕ ϕ (Theorem 8.11). In §9 we then classify the m-supervaluations ψ with ϕ ψ Ö ϕ, called the partial tangible lifts of ϕ. They are uniquely determined by their ghost value sets GÔψÕ : ψÔRÕ M, cf. Theorem 9.4. These are ideals of the semiring M, and all ideals a GÔϕÕ occur in this way (Theorem 9.7). Unfortunately the ghost value set GÔψÕ does not control the set Øa È R ψÔaÕ È MÙ completely. We can only state that this set is contained in v ¡1 ÔGÔψÕÕ.
If ϕ is a supervaluation, then Õ ϕ : ÔÖ ϕÕ is the supervaluation, which is a partial tangible lift of ϕ having smallest ghost value set.
Notations. Given sets X, Y we mean by Y X that Y is a subset of X, with Y X allowed. If E is an equivalence relation on X then XßE denotes the set of E-equivalence classes in X, and π E : X XßE is the map which sends an element x of X to its Eequivalence class, which we denote by Öx× E . If Y X, we put Y ßE : ØÖx× E x È Y Ù.
1 Although this does not mean surjectivity in the usual sense, there is no danger of confusion since a supervaluation ϕ : R V can hardly ever be surjective as a map except in the degenerate case V M .
If U is a supertropical semiring, we denote the sum 1 1 in U by e, more precisely by e U if necessary. If x È U the ghost companion ex is also denoted by νÔxÕ, and the ghost map U eU, x νÔxÕ, is denoted by ν U . If α : U V is a transmission, then the semiring homomorphism eU eV obtained from α by restriction is denoted by α ν and is called the ghost part of α. Thus α ν ¥ ν U ν V ¥ α. T ÔUÕ and GÔUÕ denote the sets of tangible and ghost elements of U, respectively, cf. [IKR1, Terminology 3.7] . We put T ÔUÕ 0 : T ÔUÕ Ø0Ù.
If v : R M is an m-valuation we call the ideal v ¡1 Ô0Õ of R the support of v, and denote it by suppÔvÕ.
1. Supertropical monoids Definition 1.1. A supertropical monoid U is a monoid ÔU, ¤ Õ (multiplicative notation) which has an absorbing element 0 : 0 U , i.e., 0 ¤ x 0 for every x È U, and a distinguished central idempotent e : e U such that the following holds:
Further a total ordering, compatible with multiplication, is given on the submonoid M : eU of U.
We then regard M as a bipotent semiring in the usual way [IKR1, §1] .
If U is a supertropical monoid, we would like to enrich U by a composition U ¢ U U extending the addition on M, such that U becomes a supertropical semiring with
We are forced to define the addition on U as follows (x, y È U), cf. [IKR1, Theorem 3.11]:
x y °² ± y if ex ey, x if ex ey, ex if ex ey.
If this addition obeys the associativity and distributivity laws, we say that the supertropical monoid U "is" a semiring. In the commutative case we have the following criterion. Theorem 1.2. A supertropical commutative monoid is a semiring iff the following holds:
ÔDisÕ : x, y, z È U : If 0 ex ey, but exz eyz, then yz eyz (i.e., yz È eUÕ.
In this case the semiring U is supertropical.
Proof. Let x, y, z È U be given, Obviously, x y y x and x 0 x, and it is easily checked that Ôx yÕ z x Ôy zÕ. It remains to investigate when we have Ôx yÕz xz yz.
We assume without loss of generality that ex ey. If ex 0, then x 0 and Ô¦Õ is true. If ex ey, then exz eyz, hence x y ey and xz yz eyz. Thus Ô¦Õ is true again.
We are left with the case that 0 ex ey. Then x y y and exz eyz. If exz eyz, then xz yz yz, and Ô¦Õ is true. But if exz eyz, then xz yz eyz, while Ôx yÕz yz. Thus Ô¦Õ holds iff yz eyz.
We conclude that Ô¦Õ holds for all triples x, y, z iff condition ÔDisÕ is fulfilled. Given an element x of a supertropical monoid U, we call ex the ghost of x, and we denote the ghost map U eU, x ex, by ν U , as we did before for U a supertropical semiring. By a (two sided) ideal a of a supertropical monoid U we mean a monoid ideal of U, i.e., a nonempty subset a of U with U ¤ a a and a ¤ U a. Notice that in the case that U is a supertropical semiring, such a set a is indeed an ideal of the semiring U in the usual sense, cf. [IKR2, Remark 6.21] . We call eU the ghost ideal of U.
Many more definitions in [IKR1] and [IKR2] retain their sense if we replace the supertropical semirings by supertropical monoids, in particular the following one. Definition 1.4. Let U and V be supertropical monoids. We call a map α : U V a transmission, if the following holds (cf. [IKR1, §5] ):
(N.B. α maps eU to eV due to TM3 and TM4.) Notice that this means that α is a monoid homomorphism sending 0 to 0 and e to e, which restricts to a homomorphism γ : eU eV of bipotent semirings. We then call γ the ghost part of α, and write γ α ν . We also say that α covers γ (as we did in [IKR1] for U, V commutative supertropical semirings). Notice that αÔUÕ is a supertropical submonoid of V in the obvious sense.
We introduce two sorts of "kernels" of transmissions. Definition 1.5. Let α : U V be a transmission between supertropical monoids. (a) The zero kernel of α is the set
(b) The ghost kernel of α is the set
These sets are ideals of U, and M z α A α . If U is a semiring, then M z α M z α , (cf. [IKR2, Remark 6.21] ). If A α M, we say that α has trivial ghost kernel, and if z α Ø0Ù, we say that α has trivial zero kernel. Theorem 1.6. Let α : U V be a transmission between supertropical monoids, which is injective on the set ÔeUÕÞØ0Ù.
(i) If α has a trivial ghost kernel, and if V is a semiring, then U is a semiring.
(ii) If α is surjective, and if U is a semiring, then V is a semiring.
Proof. Again we prove this for commutative monoids, leaving the obvious modifications in the noncommutative case to the interested reader. We use the criterion for a supertropical monoid to be a semiring given in Theorem 1.2.
(i): Let x, y, z È U with 0 ex ey and exz eyz. Then eαÔxÕ αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ eαÔyÕ, since α is injective on ÔeUÕÞØ0Ù, and eαÔxÕαÔzÕ eαÔyÕαÔzÕ.
Since V is a semiring, we deduce that αÔyzÕ αÔyÕαÔzÕ È eV . Since α has a trivial ghost kernel, it follows that yz È eU, as desired.
(ii): Let x, y, z È U with 0 eαÔxÕ eαÔyÕ and eαÔxÕαÔzÕ eαÔyÕαÔzÕ.
We are done if we verify that αÔyÕαÔzÕ È eV . We have 0 αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ and αÔexzÕ αÔeyzÕ.The inequalities imply 0 ex ey. Case I: αÔeyzÕ 0. Now eαÔyzÕ 0, hence αÔyzÕ 0, hence αÔyÕαÔzÕ 0.
Case II: αÔeyzÕ 0. Now exz 0 and eyz 0. Since α is injective on ÔeUÕÞØ0Ù, it follows that exz eyz. Since 0 ex ey and U is a semiring, we conclude that yz È eU, hence αÔyÕαÔzÕ αÔyzÕ È eV . Thus αÔyÕαÔzÕ È eV in both cases. Definition 1.7. If U is a supertropical monoid, we call an equivalence relation E on the set U a TE-relation, if the following holds (cf. [IKR2, §4] 
T E1 : E is multiplicative, i.e., x, y, z È E :
The equivalence relation E M is order compatible, i.e.:
We have the following almost trivial but important fact.
Theorem 1.8. Let U be a supertropical monoid and E a TE-relation on U. Then the set UßE of equivalence classes carries a unique structure of a supertropical monoid such that the map
Proof. This is just some universal algebra. We are forced to define the multiplication on the set U : UßE by the rule (x, y È U)
This makes sense since the equivalence relation E is multiplicative. Now U is a monoid with absorbing element 0 U : Ö0 U × E . We are further forced to take as distinguished idempotent on U the element e U : Öe U × E . Clearly
Finally, we are forced to choose on the submonoid MßE of UßE the total ordering given by
This total ordering is well-defined since the restriction E M of E to M is order compatible (cf. [IKR2, §2] ).
It is now evident that U has become a supertropical monoid and π E a transmission.
Remark 1.9. Conversely, if α : U V is a transmission from U to a supertropical monoid V , then the equivalence relation EÔαÕ is TE, and the map Öx× EÔαÕ αÔxÕ is an isomorphism from the supertropical monoid UßEÔαÕ onto the (supertropical) submonoid αÔUÕ of V .
Example 1.10. Let U be a supertropical monoid and M : eU. As in the case of supertropical commutative semirings [IKR1, §6] we define an MFCE-relation on U as an equivalence relation E on U, which is multiplicative, and is fiber conserving, i.e., x E y ex ey. Then we have an obvious identification MßE M, and E is a TE-relation.
The functorial properties of transmissions between supertropical semirings stated in [IKR1, Proposition 6 .1] remain true if we admit instead supertropical monoids, and can be proved in exactly the same way. Thus we get: Proposition 1.11. Let α : U V and β : V W be maps between supertropical monoids. (i) If α and β are transmissions, then βα is a transmission.
(ii) If α and βα are transmissions and α is surjective, then β is a transmission.
Starting from now we assume that all occurring supertropical monoids are commutative. But we mention that all major results to follow can be established also for noncommutative monoids with obvious modifications of the proofs (in a similar way as indicated in Remark 1.3). This will save space and hopefully help the reader not to get distracted from the central ideas of the paper. At the time being, the commutative case suffices for the applications we have in mind (cf. the Introduction).
We define the category of supertropical monoids STROP m as follows: the objects of STROP m are the (commutative) supertropical monoids, and the morphisms are the transmissions between them. STROP m contains the category STROP of supertropical semirings as a full subcategory. Scholium 1.12. Let U be a supertropical semiring and E a TE-relation on U. Then the map π E : U UßE from U to the supertropical monoid UßE is a morphism in STROP m . Since STROP is full in STROP m , it follows that π E is a morphism in STROP m iff the supertropical monoid UßE is a semiring. This means in terms of [IKR2, §4] , that the TE-relation E is transmissive iff the supertropical monoid UßE is a semiring.
We define initial transmissions and pushout transmissions in STROP m as we defined such transmissions in [IKR2, §1] in the category STROP. Just repeat [IKR2, Definition 1.2] and [IKR2, Definition 1.3] , respectively, replacing everywhere the word "supertropical semiring" by "supertropical monoid".
The pleasant news now is that in STROP m the pushout transmission exists for any supertropical monoid U and surjective homomorphisms γ from M : eU to a bipotent semiring N, and that it has the same explicit description as given in [IKR2, Theorem 1.11 
If U is a supertropical semiring and a is an ideal of U we introduced in [IKR2, §5] the saturum sat U ÔaÕ and the equivalence relation EÔaÕ E U ÔaÕ, and obtained there descriptions of these objects, which do not mention addition but only employ multiplication and the idempotent e ([IKR2, Corollary 5.5, Theorem 5.4]).
We now use these descriptions to define sat U ÔaÕ and E U ÔaÕ if U is only a supertropical monoid. Definition 1.15. Let a be an ideal of the supertropical monoid U.
(a) The saturum sat U ÔaÕ of a is the set of all x È U with ex ea for some a È a. We call a saturated if sat U ÔaÕ a. (b) The equivalence relation E : EÔaÕ : E U ÔaÕ is defined as follows:
As in [IKR2, §5] the following fact can be verified in an easy straightforward way.
Proposition 1.16.
(ii) The saturated ideals a correspond uniquely with the ideals c of M which are lower sets of M, via c a M ea and a Øx È U ex È cÙ.
V is a transmission then the zero kernel z α is a saturated ideal, and α factors through π EÔaÕ iff a z α .
As in [IKR2, §5] we will use the alleviated notation x a y for x EÔaÕ y, π a for π EÔaÕ , and Öx× a for the equivalence class Öx× EÔaÕ .
It is immediate how to generalize the definition of the equivalence relation EÔU, a, ΦÕ given in [IKR2, §6] to the case that U is a supertropical monoid. We study only the case where these relations are TE-relations, and we encode (without loss of generality) the homomorphic equivalence relation Φ on M : eU by a homomorphism from M to another semiring. All the following can be verified in a straightforward way. Theorem 1.17. Let U be a supertropical monoid and γ : M M ½ a surjective homomorphism from M : eU to a (bipotent) semiring M ½ . Further, let A be an ideal of U containing M and the saturated ideal Thus the present theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.13.
For any ideal
as we did in [IKR2, §6] for U a supertropical semiring. In this special case Theorem 1.17 reads as follows.
Canonical factorization of a transmission
Given a surjective transmission α : U V between supertropical semirings we start out to write α as a composition of transmissions of simple nature in a somewhat canonical way. More precisely, we will do this first in the category STROP m of supertropical monoids. Afterward we will prove that, if U and V are semirings, this "canonical factorization" remains valid in the smaller category STROP of supertropical semirings, which has our primary interest.
Let U and V be supertropical monoids, and M : eU, N : eV their ghost ideals. We first exhibit the "transmissions of simple nature" we have in mind. These are the ideal compressions, tangible fiber contractions, and strict ghost contractions to be defined now. Definition 2.1. As in the case that U and V are supertropical semirings (cf. [IKR1, §6]) we say that a surjective transmission α : U V is a fiber contraction if the ghost part α ν γ : M N is an isomorphism. We say that α is a fiber contraction over M, if N M and γ id M .
Notice that α is a fiber contraction iff the equivalence relation EÔαÕ is an MFCE-relation, hence α ρ ¥ π E with E an MFCE-relation and ρ an isomorphism. Then α is a fiber contraction over M iff M N and ρ is an isomorphism over M. In other terms, α is tangible iff A α M z α , and α is strictly tangible iff A α M. What does this means in the case that α is a fiber contraction? Clearly, a tangible fiber contraction α : U V is strictly tangible. If E is an MFCE-relation on U, then π E : U UßE is tangible iff E is ghost separating (cf. [IKR2, Definition 6.19] ), in other terms, iff E is finer than the equivalence relation E t : E t,U on U which has the equivalence classes Øa È T ÔUÕ ex aÙ, a È MÞØ0Ù, and the one-point equivalence classes ØyÙ,
Definition 2.4. We call the MFCE-relations E on U with E E t tangible MFCErelations.
In this terminology the tangible fiber contractions α : U V over M : eU are the products α ρ ¥ π T with T a tangible MFCE-relation on U and ρ an isomorphism over M.
Definition 2.5. We call a transmission α : U V a ghost contraction, if α ν is a homomorphism from M onto N, and if α maps UÞÔM z α Õ bijectively onto T ÔV Õ V ÞN.
This means that
with γ : M N a surjective homomorphism, namely γ α ν , and ρ an isomorphism over N from UßF ÔU, γÕ to V . Thus α is a ghost contraction iff α is a surjective pushout transmission in STROP m . {The equivalence relation F ÔU, γÕ had been introduced in Theorem 1.13.} Definition 2.6. In the situation of Definition 2.2 and Definition 2.5, respectively, we also say abusively that V is an ideal compression (resp. a ghost contraction) of U.
Definition 2.7. We call a ghost contraction α : U V strict, if α ¡1 Ô0Õ M. This means that α is also a strict tangible transmission.
Notice that every ghost contraction α : U V with γ ¡1 Ô0Õ Ø0Ù, γ α ν , is strict, and that γ ¡1 Ô0Õ Ø0Ù iff z α Ø0Ù. Of course, there exist other strict ghost contractions. The maps π F ÔU,γÕ , where γ : M N is a homomorphism with γ ¡1 Ô0Õ Ø0Ù, but where U has no tangibles with ghost companion in γ ¡1 Ô0Õ, are main examples for this.
Definition 2.8. If γ : M N is a surjective homomorphism for M eU to a semiring N, we put
an ideal already used in Theorem 1.17.
In this notation the ghost contraction π F ÔU,γÕ is strict iff a U,γ M. (ii) The factorization is essentially unique. More precisely, if α µ ½ ¥ β ½ ¥ λ ½ is a second such factorization of α, then there exist isomorphisms ρ over M and σ over N (of supertropical monoids) such that
(iii) In particular we can choose
with A : A α , the ghost kernel of α,
and µ : W ։ V the resulting tangible fiber contraction over N such that α µβλ (see proof below).
Proof. a) Let γ : α ν : M N, A : A α , and U : UßEÔU, AÕ. Then α factors through λ : π EÔU,AÕ in a unique way, 
ν is the identity of N. Since α has trivial ghost kernel and β is surjective, both β and µ have trivial ghost kernels. We conclude that β is a strict ghost contraction and µ is a tangible fiber contraction over N. Parts i) and iii) of the theorem are proven. c) Retaining the transmissions λ, β, µ which we have defined above, we turn to the claim of uniqueness in part ii) of the theorem. Let α µ ½ ¥ β ½ ¥ λ ½ another factorization of α of the kind considered here. Both β ½ and µ ½ have trivial ghost kernel. Thus the ideal compression λ ½ has the same ghost kernel A as α. We conclude that λ ½ ρπ EÔU,AÕ ρλ with some isomorphism ρ over M.
From α Ôµ ½ β ½ ρÕλ we then conclude that µ ½ β ½ ρ α. Now β ½ ρ is a strict ghost contraction covering γ, since β ½ is such a ghost contraction and ρ covers id M . It follows that β ½ ρ σπ F ÔU,γÕ σβ with some isomorphism σ over N, and hence β ½ σβρ ¡1 . We finally obtain α µ ½ σβλ µβλ, and then µ ½ σ µ.
Theorem 2.10. Let α : U V be a surjective transmission between supertropical semirings, and assume that
is a factorization of α as described in Theorem 2.9.i (in the category STROP m ). Then both U 1 and V 1 are supertropical semirings, hence all three factors λ, β, µ are morphisms in STROP.
Proof. λ and µ are surjective and λ
Moreover µ has trivial ghost kernel. Thus V 1 is a semiring by Theorem 1.6.i, and U 1 is a semiring by Theorem 1.6.ii. F ÔU, γÕ EÔU , γÕ. Proof. Theorem 2.10 tells us that U ßFÔU, γÕ is a supertropical semiring. We know from §1 that π F ÔU,γÕ is pushout in STROP m . A fortiori this transmission is pushout in STROP.
Definition 2.12. Let α : U ։ V be a surjective transmission covering α ν γ : M ։ N. We know by Theorem 2.9 that there exists a unique factorization
with A an ideal of U containing M z α , U : UßEÔU, AÕ, T a tangible MFCE-relation on W : UßF ÔU, γÕ, and ρ an isomorphism from W ßT to V over N. Here A, T , and hence ρ are uniquely determined by α. We call Ô¦Õ the canonical factorization of α, and π F ÔU,γÕ , π EÔU,AÕ , π T , ρ the canonical factors of α.
If one of these maps is the identity map, we feel justified to omit it in the list of the canonical factors of α.
We discuss some simple cases of canonical factorizations. (i) α has the factorization α β ¥ λ with λ π EÔU,M aÕ and β : U : UßEÔU, M aÕ V a strict ghost contraction. We have β ρ ¥ π F ÔU,γÕ with ρ an isomorphism from U ßFÔU, γÕ to V over N. Thus α has the canonical factors π EÔU,M AÕ , π F ÔU,γÕ , and ρ.
(ii) We further have the factorization β β ¥ π EÔāÕ withā : λÔaÕ and
which is a strict ghost contraction with zero kernel Ø0Ù. Notice that the ideal a z α is saturated in U andā is saturated in U.
Example 2.15. (The transmissions π EÔU,A,γÕ .) Let U be a supertropical monoid and let γ : M N be a surjective homomorphism from M eU to a semiring N. Further let A be an ideal of U containing M a U,γ . with A M a U,γ and ρ an isomorphism over N, as is clear from the above and Example 2.14.
The canonical factors of a product of two basic transmissions
Definition 3.1. Let α : U V be a surjective transmission between supertropical monoids, and let γ : α ν : M ։ N denote the ghost part of α. We call α a basic transmission, if α is of one of the following 4 types.
Type 1: α π EÔU,AÕ with A an ideal of U containing M.
Type 2: α π F ÔU,γÕ and α ¡1 Ô0Õ γ ¡1 Ô0Õ.
Type 3: α π T with T a tangible MFCE-relation on U.
Type 4: α ρ with ρ an isomorphism over M. Thus in all cases except the second we have M N and γ id M .
In short, the basic transmissions are the factors occurring in the canonical factorizations of transmissions (cf. Definition 2.12).
Problem 3.2. Given basic transmissions α : U V of type i and β : V W of type j with 1 j i 4, find the canonical factorization of βα explicitly.
It would be easy to find these canonical factorizations up to an undetermined isomorphism ρ as first factor (cf. Definition 2.12) by running through parts a) and b) of the proof of Theorem 2.10. But we want a completely explicit description of all factors. For this we will rely on realizations of the quotient monoids UßEÔU, AÕ, UßF ÔU, γÕ, UßT arising up in Definition 3.1, such that the basic transmissions π EÔU,AÕ , π F ÔU,γÕ , π T have a particulary well amenable appearance, Conventions 3.3. Let U be a supertropical monoid, A an ideal of U containing M : eU, furthermore γ : M N a surjective homomorphism to a (bipotent) semiring N with a U,γ M (cf. Definition 2.8), and T a tangible MFCE-relation on U.
(a) We write A : M S with S a subset of T ÔUÕ such that S ¤T ÔUÕ S M. Justified by [IKR2, Theorem 6.16 ], adapted to the monoid setting, we declare that UßEÔU, AÕ is the subset UÞS ÔT ÔUÕÞSÕ M of U, and, for any
For x, y È UÞS the product x y in UßEÔU, AÕ is given by
(c) For x È M we identify x with Öx× T (as we usually did for MFCE-relations before, but notice that now Öx× T ØxÙ). We have UßT T ÔUÕßT M, and, for
We also need more terminology on equivalence relations.
Y is a map between sets and F is an equivalence relation on Y , then η ¡1 ÔFÕ denotes the equivalence relation on X given by
(ii) We further have a unique map
commutes. We denote this mapη by η F , and then have the formula
(iii) If E is an equivalence relation on the set X and F is an equivalence relation on XßE, then let F ¥ E denote the equivalence relation on X given by x 1 F ¥E x 2 x 1 E x 2 and Öx 1 × E F Öx 2 × E . We identify the sets XßF ¥ E and ÔXßEÕßF in the obvious way. Then
The following fact is easily verified.
Lemma 3.5. Let η : V U be a transmission between supertropical monoids, and let E be a TE-relation on U. Then η ¡1 ÔEÕ is a TE-relation on V , and the induced map
is again a transmission. We have the formula
This lemma already gives us the solution of Problem 3.2 for α basic of type 4.
Proposition 3.6. Let U and V be supertropical monoids with eU eV : M, and let ρ : V U be a tangible fiber contraction over M (e.g. ρ is an isomorphism over M).
(a) If T is a tangible MFCE-relation on U, then ρ ¡1 ÔTÕ is a tangible MFCE-relation on V and
ρ ½ is a tangible fiber contraction over N with the following explicit description:
ρ ½ is a tangible fiber contraction over N, which has the following explicit description:
We write A M S with S T ÔUÕ, and have B M ρ ¡1 ÔSÕ with ρ ¡1 ÔSÕ T ÔV Õ. By Convention 3.3.a UßEÔU, AÕ ÔT ÔUÕÞSÕ M, V ßEÔV, BÕ ÔT ÔV ÕÞρ ¡1 ÔSÕÕ M.
The map ρ ½ is obtained from ρ by restriction to these subsets of U and V . {N.B. It is easy to check directly that ρ ½ respects multiplication.} (d) If ρ is an isomorphism, then in all three cases ρ ½ is again an isomorphism. Thus, if β : U W is a basic transmission of type i 1, 2, 3 and ρ : V U is basic of type 4, then βρ ρ ½ β ½ with β ½ , ρ ½ again of type i and 4 respectively.
Proof. Straightforward by use of Lemma 3.5.
Remark 3.7. If in Proposition 3.6.b we dismiss the assumption that a V,γ M, we have the same result, but with a slightly more complicated description of the tangible fiber contraction ρ ½ as follows: We now have natural identifications
and then
The following three propositions contain the solution of Problem 3.2 in the remaining cases i j 3. The stated canonical factorizations can always quickly be verified by inserting an element x of T ÔUÕ and comparing both sides. {For x È eU equality is always evident.} Often more conceptional proofs are also possible. With one exception we do not give the details. (c) If T is a tangible MFCE-relation on U and T ½ is a tangible MFCE-relation on UßT, then T ½ ¥ T is again a tangible MFCE-relation and
Proposition 3.9. (The case α π T .) Let U be a supertropical monoid, T a tangible MFCE-relation on U, and
(a) If γ is a surjective homomorphism from M : eU to a semiring N, and a U,γ M, then We put S : π ¡1
with A : π ¡1
T ÔBÕ M S, and T ½ a tangible MFCE-relation on V : UßEÔU, AÕ ÔT ÔUÕÞSÕ M. T ½ is obtained from T by restriction to the subset UÞS of U. {Notice that T ÔUÕÞS is a union of T -equivalence classes.} (ii)
The point is that for S a subset of T ÔUÕ we have S¤T ÔUÕ M in U iff S¤T ÔUÕ N in V , since β ¡1 ÔNÕ M. (Recall that we identified T ÔUÕ T ÔV Õ.)
ii): Again just insert a given x È T ÔUÕ in both sides of the equation and compare.
Summary 3.11. If α : U V and β : V W are basic transmissions, α of type i and β of type j i, cf. Definition 3.1, then in case i j the transmission βα is again basic of type i, and otherwise βα α ½ β ½ with α ½ basic of type i and β ½ basic of type j, and the new basic transmissions can be determined from α and β in an explicit way.
If α : U V and β : V W are any transmissions with known canonical factors, then the canonical factorization of βα can be determined explicitly in at most 4 3 2 1 10 steps.
The semiring associated to a supertropical monoid; initial transmissions
Let U be a supertropical monoid and M : eU its ghost ideal. We start out to convert U into a supertropical semiring in a somewhat canonical way.
If S is any subset of U, then the set ÔUSÕ M is the smallest ideal of U containing both S and M. For convenience we introduce the notation EÔU, SÕ : EÔU, US MÕ. We now define a subset SÔUÕ of T ÔUÕ, for which the relation EÔU, SÔUÕÕ will play a central role for most of the rest of the paper.
Definition 4.2.
(a) We call an element x of U an NC-product (in U), if there exist elements y, z of U and y ½ of M with x yz, y ½ ey, y ½ z eyz.
Here the label "NC" alludes to the fact that we meet a non-cancellation situation in the monoid M: We have y ½ ey, but y ½ z eyz.
(b) We denote the set of all NC-products in U by D 0 ÔUÕ and the set D 0 ÔUÕ M by DÔUÕ.
We finally put
This is the set of tangible NC-products in U.
We have EÔU, SÔUÕÕ EÔU, D 0 ÔUÕÕ EÔU, DÔUÕÕ. Theorem 1.2 tell us that U is a semiring iff SÔUÕ À, i.e., DÔUÕ M. We compare the set SÔUÕ with SÔV Õ for V an ideal compression of U. We call Ô U the the semiring associated to the supertropical monoid U.
Theorem 4.6. Assume that U is a supertropical semiring and γ is a surjective homomorphism from M : eU to a (bipotent) semiring N. Let V : UßF ÔU, γÕ, which may be only a supertropical monoid. Then
V and σ V as defined in the preceding theorem) is the initial transmission from U to a supertropical semiring covering γ (cf. [IKR2, Definition 1.3] ). In the Notation 1.7 of [IKR2] this reads
Proof. Let β : U ։ W be a transmission to a supertropical semiring W covering γ (in particular, eW N). Since π F ÔU,γÕ is an initial transmission in the category STROP m covering γ, we have a (unique) transmission η : V W over N, hence fiber contraction over N, with β η ¥ π F ÔU,γÕ . Theorem 4.5 gives us a factorization η ϕ ¥σ V with ϕ : Ô V W again a fiber contraction over N. Then
is the desired factorization of β in the category STROP. Of course, the factor ϕ is unique, since α surjective.
We want to find the canonical factorization of α U,γ . More generally we look for the canonical factors of α : π EÔV,BÕ ¥ π F ÔU,γÕ with V : UßF ÔU, γÕ and B an ideal of V containing N eV . We allow U to be any supertropical monoid.
We write B N S with S T ÔV Õ. Similarly to Convention 3.3.b (which treats a special case) we have a natural identification T ÔV Õ T ÔUÕÞa U,γ in such a way that for every x È U π F ÔU,γÕ ÔxÕ
We then obtain the following generalization of Proposition 3.10, arguing essentially in the same way as in §3.
Lemma 4.7. Let V : UßF ÔU, γÕ and β : π F ÔU,γÕ .
(i) The ideals B of V containing N eV correspond uniquely with the ideals A of U
we have A M S with
In the case B DÔV Õ we have S ½ SÔV Õ. Thus the elements of S ½ are the products yz È T ÔV Õ T ÔUÕ with γÔy ½ Õ γÔeyÕ and γÔy ½ zÕ γÔeyzÕ for some y ½ È M. Notice that this forces γÔy ½ Õ 0.
Definition 4.8. Let U be any supertropical monoid. We call an element x of U a γ-NC-product (in U), if there exist elements y ½ È M, y È U, z È U with x yz and γÔy ½ Õ γÔeyÕ, γÔy ½ zÕ γÔeyzÕ. We denote the set of these elements x by D 0 ÔU, γÕ and the set D 0 ÔU, γÕ T ÔUÕ of tangible γ-NC-products by SÔU, γÕ.
Notice that D 0 ÔU, γÕ is an ideal of U. We further define DÔU, γÕ :
which is an ideal of U containing M.
In this terminology we have S ½ SÔU, γÕ. If U is a semiring, then we read off from Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.7 the following fact. It is now easy to write down the equivalence relation EÔα U,γ Õ EÔU, γÕ (cf. Notation 1.7 in [IKR2] ). We obtain Corollary 4.10. For U and γ as above, the equivalence relation EÔU, γÕ reads as follows (x 1 , x 2 È U):
If N is cancellative then SÔU, γÕ À, and we fall back to the description of EÔU, γÕ in [IKR2, Theorem 1.11].
Our arguments leading to Theorems 4.6 and 4.9 make sense if we only assume that U is a supertropical monoid. To spell this out we introduce an extension of Notation 1.7 in [IKR2] .
Definition 4.11. Let U be a supertropical monoid with ghost ideal M : eU, and let γ : M N be a surjective semiring homomorphism. (i) We define U γ Ô V with V : UßF ÔU, γÕ. Thus U γ is a supertropical semiring.
(ii) We define
We finally define EÔU, γÕ : EÔα U,γ Õ and then have U γ UßEÔU, γÕ.
The arguments leading to Theorems 4.6 and 4.9 give more generally the following Theorem 4.12.
(i) Given a transmission β : U W from a supertropical monoid U to a supertropical semiring W covering γ (in particular eW N), there exists a unique semiring homomorphism η : U γ W over N such that β η ¥ α U,γ .
(ii) α U,γ has the same canonical factorization as given in Theorem 4.9 for U a semiring, and EÔU, γÕ has the description written down in Corollary 4.10.
Given a further semiring homomorphism δ : N L we may ask whether there exists a transmission η : U γ U δγ covering δ. In other words, is EÔU, δγÕ EÔU, γÕ?
In general the answer will be negative. Assume for simplicity that a U,γ a U,δγ Ø0Ù (or even, that γ ¡1 Ô0Õ Ø0Ù, δ ¡1 Ô0Õ Ø0Ù). We have to study the commutative diagram
where the unadorned arrows are the obvious natural maps. Assume further that L is cancellative. Using Convention 3.3.b we have T ÔUÕ T ÔUßFÔU, γÕÕ T ÔUßFÔU, δγÕÕ T ÔU δγ Õ, but T ÔU γ Õ T ÔUÕÞSÔU, γÕ. If η would exist then η ¥ α U,γ would restrict to the identity on T ÔUÕ. But this cannot happen as soon as SÔU, γÕ is not empty. In particular we realize the following:
Remark 4.13. If U is a semiring, γ ¡1 Ô0Õ Ø0Ù, but SÔU, γÕ À, and if there exist a homomorphism δ : N ։ L of semirings with L cancellative and δ ¡1 Ô0Õ Ø0Ù, then the initial transmission α U,γ in STROP is not a pushout transmission.
It is not difficult to find cases where the situation described here is met.
Example 4.14.
(a) We choose a totally ordered abelian group G and a convex subgroup H of G with with 0 AßH H, keeping the given orderings on AßH and H. We decree that the multiplication on N extends the given multiplication on AßH and H, and, of course, 0 ¤ x x ¤ 0 0 for all x È N, while ÔaHÕ ¤ h : aH for a È A, h È H. This multiplication clearly is associative and commutative, has the unit element 1 È H, and is compatible with the ordering on N. Thus N can be interpreted as a supertropical semiring. of Ö U is a supertropical domain with ghost ideal M and T ÔUÕ T. (e) We take elements h 1 h 2 in H and a È A. Then we take elements x 1 , x 2 , y È T with vÔx 1 Õ h 1 , vÔx 2 Õ h 2 , vÔyÕ a. Now we have γÔex 1 Õ h 1 γÔex 2 Õ h 2 and γÔex 1 yÕ γÔex 2 yÕ aH. Also x 2 y È T ÔUÕ. Thus x 2 y È SÔU, γÕ. Since for every h 2 È H there exists some h 1 È H with h 1 h 2 , this shows that v ¡1 ÔHÕ ¤ v ¡1 ÔAÕ SÔU, γÕ. In particular, SÔU, γÕ À. We conclude by Remark 4.13 that the initial transmission α U,γ : U U γ in STROP is not pushout in STROP (and all the more not pushout in STROP m ).
h-transmissions
In [IKR2, §6] the equivalence homomorphic relations on a supertropical semiring U have been studied in detail. These are the TE-relations on U such that the supertropical monoid UßE is a semiring and π E : U UßE is a homomorphism of semirings. It turned out that these relations can be completely characterized in terms of U as a supertropical monoid, cf. [IKR2, Proposition 6.4] , where the crucial compatibility of E with addition is characterized in this way.
Having this in mind we define "h-transmissions" for supertropical monoids, Definition 5.1. We call a map α : U V between supertropical monoids an h-transmission, if α is a transmission and has also the following property ÔHTÕ x, y È U : If ex ey and αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ, then αÔyÕ È eV.
We can read off the following result from [IKR2, Proposition 6.4]:
Proposition 5.2. Assume that U and V are supertropical semirings. Then a map α : U V is an h-transmission iff α is a semiring homomorphism.
Remark 5.3. We note in passing that in Definition 5.1 the condition ÔHTÕ can be formally relaxed as follows.
ÔHT ½ Õ x, y È U : If 0 ex ey and αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ, then αÔyÕ È eV.
Indeed if α is a transmission and ex 0, αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ, we conclude right away that 0 αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ, hence αÔyÕ 0 È eV .
We now study h-transmissions between supertropical monoids with the primary goal to gain a more insight into the variety of homomorphisms between supertropical semirings. If nothing else is said, letters U, V, W will denote supertropical monoids.
Example 5.4. Every transmission α : U V , such that γ : α ν is injective on ÔeUÕÞØ0Ù, is an h-transmission. Indeed, now the condition ÔHT ½ Õ is empty.
The functorial properties of transmissions stated in Proposition 1.11 have a counterpart for h-transmissions. Proof. By Proposition 1.11 we may already assume that α and β are transmissions.
(i): Assume that x, y È U are given with 0 ex ey and βαÔexÕ βαÔeyÕ. We have to verify that βαÔyÕ È eW .
Case 1: αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ. Now αÔyÕ È eV , since α is an h-transmission. This implies βαÔyÕ È eW.
Case 2: αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ. Since βαÔexÕ βαÔeyÕ and β is an h-transmission, again βαÔyÕ È eW . ii): Let x, y È U be given with 0 αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ and βαÔexÕ βαÔeyÕ. Then 0 ex ey. We conclude that βαÔyÕ È eW . Since α is surjective and αÔexÕ eαÔxÕ, αÔeyÕ eαÔyÕ, this proves that β is an h-transmission.
Notations 5.6.
(a) We introduce two new categories: i) Let STROPH m denote the category whose objects are the supertropical monoids and morphisms are the h-transmissions. Notice that this makes sense by Proposition 5.5.i. ii) Let STROPH denote the category whose objects are the supertropical semirings and morphisms are the semiring homomorphisms between supertropical semirings. Our main concern will be to understand relations between STROPH m and STROP within the category STROP m , in order to get an insight into STROPH STROP STROPH m .
Theorem 5.7. Assume that α : U V is a surjective h-transmission and U is a semiring. Then V is a semiring.
Proof. Let M : eU, N : eV , and γ : α ν . We check the condition ÔDisÕ in Theorem 1.2 for the supertropical monoid V. Since α and hence γ is surjective, this means the following.
Let y, z È U and y ½ È M be given with 0 γÔy ½ Õ γÔeyÕ and γÔy ½ zÕ γÔeyzÕ. Verify that αÔyzÕ È N!
We have y ½ ey. If y ½ z eyz then yz È M, since U is a semiring, and we conclude that αÔyzÕ È N.
There remains the case that y ½ z eyz. Since α is an h-transmission, we conclude again that αÔyzÕ È N.
In the following we assume that U is a supertropical monoid and γ is a homomorphism from M : eU onto a (bipotent) semiring N. We look for h-transmissions α : U V which cover γ. We introduce the set Proof. Let α : α h U,γ and λ : π EÔU,ΣÔU,γÕÕ . We retain the notations from above, hence have U h γ U ßFÔU, γÕ with U UßEÔU, ΣÔU, γÕÕ. Now observe that ΣÔU, γÕ is contained in ΣÔU, δγÕ. Indeed, let x È ΣÔU, γÕ. If γÔexÕ 0, then δγÔexÕ 0. If there exists some x 1 È M with x 1 ex and γÔx 1 Õ γÔexÕ, then either δγÔexÕ 0, or δγÔexÕ 0, and then x È Σ 0 ÔU, δγÕ. Thus x È ΣÔU, δγÕ in all cases.
Since β is an h-transmission covering δγ, the ghost kernel of β contains ΣÔU, δγÕ and hence ΣÔU, γÕ. Thus we have a factorization
with β a transmission again covering δγ.
We have a commuting diagram (solid arrows)
Since π F ÔU,γÕ is a pushout in the category STROP m (Theorem 1.13), we have a transmission
Since both α and β are h-transmissions, also η is an h-transmission (Proposition 5.5.i). 
is the initial h-transmission from U to a semiring covering γ, i.e., given an htransmission β : U W covering γ with W a semiring, there exists a (unique) fiber con-
Proof. By Theorem 5.9, applied with δ id N , we have fiber contraction η : V W over N such that β η ¥ α. By Theorem 4.5 there exists a fiber contraction ζ :
Theorem 5.11. Assume that α : U V is a surjective h-transmission, and
is the canonical factorization of α (cf. §2).
(i) The factors λ, β, µ, ρ are again h-transmissions.
(ii) If U is a semiring, then the supertropical monoids U, W, W , V are semirings, and the maps λ, β, µ, ρ are semiring homomorphisms.
Proof. i): We know already by Example 5.4 that λ, µ, ρ are h-transmissions since they cover the identities id M and id L respectively (and ρ is even an isomorphism). We have U UßEÔU, ΣÔU, γÕÕ. Now observe that, if a ½ and a are elements of M with a ½ a, γÔa ½ Õ γÔaÕ 0, then the fiber U a γ ¡1 U ÔaÕ contains no tangible elements. {Recall the definition of the set Σ 0 ÔU, γÕ ΣÔU, γÕ.} Thus every transmission β ½ : U W ½ covering γ trivially obeys the condition ÔHT ½ Õ from above (Remark 5.3), hence is an h-transmission. In particular, β is an h-transmission.
ii): If U is a semiring, we conclude by Theorem 5.7 successively, that U, W, W , V are semirings. Now invoke Proposition 5.2 to conclude that λ, β, µ, ρ are semiring homomorphisms.
We strive for an explicit description of the initial h-transmission α h U,γ covering γ. Let HÔU, γÕ denote the ideal of U generated by ΣÔU, γÕ M, i.e., We denote the equivalence relation EÔU, HÔU, γÕ, γÕ more briefly by HÔU, γÕ. Our task is to describe this TE-relation explicitly. We will succeed if U is a semiring.
Lemma 5.12. If U is a semiring, then
Proof. HÔU, γÕ contains the set on the right hand side. We are done, if we verify that a product xy with x È Σ 0 ÔU, γÕ, y È T ÔUÕ, xy È T ÔUÕÞa U,γ lies in Σ 0 ÔU, γÕ.
We have x È T ÔUÕ. By definition of Σ 0 ÔU, γÕ there exists some x ½ È M with x ½ ex and γÔx ½ Õ γÔexÕ 0. Now x ½ y exy, but equality here would imply that xy È M, since U is a semiring (cf. Theorem 1.2). Thus x ½ y exy. Further γÔx ½ yÕ γÔexyÕ 0. This shows that indeed xy È Σ 0 ÔU, γÕ.
Starting from this lemma and the general description of the relations EÔU, A, γÕ in Theorem 1.17 it is now easy to write out the TE-relation HÔU, γÕ. We obtain a theorem which runs completely in the category STROPH.
Theorem 5.13. Assume that U is a supertropical semiring. The initial semiring homomorphism α h U,γ covering γ is the map π HÔU,γÕ : U UßHÔU, γÕ corresponding to the following equivalence relation HÔU, γÕ on U:
If x 1 , x 2 È U, then x 1 HÔU,γÕ x 2 iff γÔex 1 Õ γÔex 2 Õ and either x 1 x 2 , or x 1 , x 2 È M Σ 0 ÔU, γÕ, or γÔex 1 Õ 0.
Ordered supertropical monoids
In the paper [IKR3] the present authors studied supervaluations with values in a "totally ordered supertropical semiring" [IKR3, Definition 3 .1] and obtained -as we believe -natural and useful examples of such supervaluations. This motivates us now to define "ordered supertropical monoids". Definition 6.1. An ordered supertropical monoid, or OST-monoid for short, is a supertropical monoid U equipped with a total ordering of the set U, such that the following hold:
ÔOST 1Õ : The ordering is compatible with multiplication, i.e., for x, y, z È U, x y xz yz; ÔOST 2Õ : The ordering extends the natural total order of the bipotent semiring M : eU, i.e., if x, y È M, then x y x M y; ÔOST 3Õ : 0 1 e. Lemma 6.2. Let x È U. As common, we call a subset C of a totally ordered set X convex (in X) if for all x, y È C, z È X with x z y also z È C. (This definition still makes sense if X is only partially ordered, but now we do not need this generality.) Proposition 6.3.
(a) For every c È MÞØ0Ù both the fiber U c : ν ¡1 U ÔcÕ and the tangible fiber T ÔUÕ c :
Proof. (a): Let x, y È U c , z È U, and x z y. We can conclude from c ex ez ey c that ez c; hence z È U c . Now assume that in addition x, y È T ÔUÕ. If z were ghost, hence ez c, it would follow by Lemma 6.2.b that y ey z. Thus z È T ÔUÕ. Theorem 6.4. If ÔU, Õ is an OST-monoid, then U is a semiring.
Proof. We verify condition ÔDisÕ in Theorem 1.2. Let x, y È U, x ½ È M, and assume that x ½ ex, but x ½ y exy. From x ½ ex we conclude by Proposition 6.3.b that x ½ x. Furthermore x ex by Lemma 6.2.a. Multiplying by y, we obtain x ½ y xy exy x ½ y, and we conclude that xy exy.
Theorem 6.5. If ÔU, Õ is an OST-monoid, then addition 3 in the semiring U is compatible with the ordering , i.e., Ôx, y, z È UÕ x y x z y z.
Proof. We conclude from x y that ex ey. We distinguish the cases ex ey and ex ey, and go through various subcases. Case 1: ex ey. Starting from now we denote an OST-monoid ÔU, Õ by the single letter U. From Theorems 6.4 and 6.5 it is obvious that the present OST-monoids are the same objects as the totally ordered supertropical semirings defined in [IKR3, Definition 3.1] . Examples of these structures can be found in [IKR3, §3, §4, §6] . Proof. We verify condition ÔHTÕ in Definition 5.1, and then will be done by Proposition 5.2. Let x, y È U with ex ey and αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ. By Proposition 6.3 we have ex y ey.
Applying α, we obtain αÔexÕ αÔyÕ αÔeyÕ αÔexÕ, hence αÔexÕ αÔeyÕ. But αÔeyÕ eαÔyÕ (cf. Definition 3.1), and we conclude that αÔyÕ È eV, as desired.
Another proof, which relies more on the semiring structure of U and V , can be found in [IKR3, §5] .
Example 6.8. Every bipotent semiring can be regarded as an OST-monoid. (This is the case 1 e.) If U is an OST-monoid, M eU (our present overall assumption), then ν U : U M is a monotone transmission.
We indicate a way how to obtain new OST-monoids from given ones. First we quote a general fact about total orderings (cf. e.g. [IKR2, Remark 4.1 
]).
Lemma/Definition 6.9. Let X be a totally ordered set and f : X ։ Y a map from X onto a set Y. Then there exists a (unique) total ordering on Y , such that f is order preserving, iff all fibers f ¡1 ÔyÕ, y È Y, are convex in X. We call this total ordering the ordering on Y induced by f . N.B. This ordering on Y can be characterized as follows: For
Alternatively, we can state:
Theorem 6.10. Assume that U is an OST-monoid, V is a supertropical monoid, and α : U V is a surjective transmission. Assume further that for every p È V the fiber α ¡1 ÔpÕ is convex in U. Then V , equipped with the total ordering induced by α, is again an OSTmonoid.
Proof. We verify the axioms OST 1-OST 3 in Definition 6.1 for the induced ordering V on V.
ÔOST 1Õ : Let x, y, z È U and αÔxÕ αÔyÕ. Then x y, hence xz yz, hence αÔxÕαÔzÕ αÔxzÕ V αÔyzÕ αÔyÕαÔzÕ.
ÔOST 2Õ : Let M : eU, N : eV. On U and V we have the given orderings U , V , and on M and N we have the natural orderings M , N as bipotent semirings. The ordering U restricts on M to M . We have to verify that V restricts on N to N . The map α : U V restricts to a semiring homomorphism γ : M N, which consequently is compatible with M and N . Let x, y È M. If αÔxÕ V αÔyÕ then x U y, hence
This proves that indeed the ordering V restricts to N on N.
ÔOST 3Õ : Applying α to 0 1 e in U, we obtain 0 1 e in V.
We are ready for the main result of this section, which roughly states that, given a monotone transmission α : U V, the canonical factors of α may be viewed as monotone transmissions in a unique way. We will relay on three easy lemmas.
Lemma 6.11. Assume that U, V, W are OST-monoids, and α : U V, β : V W are transmissions. Assume further that α and β ¥ α monotone and α surjective. Then β is monotone.
Proof. If x, y È U and αÔxÕ αÔyÕ, then x y, hence βαÔxÕ βαÔyÕ. Thus αÔxÕ αÔyÕ implies βÔαÔxÕÕ βÔαÔyÕÕ.
Lemma 6.12. Assume that α : U V is a monotone transmission (between OST-monoids).
Let A denote the ghost kernel of α, A A α . Then for any c È eU the fiber A c : A U c is an upper set of the totally ordered set U c .
Proof. Assume that x È A c , y È U c , and x y. Then x y c, hence αÔxÕ αÔyÕ αÔcÕ.
Since x lies in the ghost kernel A of α we have αÔxÕ eαÔxÕ αÔexÕ αÔcÕ.
It follows that αÔyÕ αÔcÕ È eV, hence y È A, hence y È A c .
Lemma 6.13. Assume that α : U V is a monotone transmission with trivial ghost kernel. Let γ α ν : M N denote the ghost part of α. Then U c
ØcÙ for any c È M such that there exists some c 1 c in M with γÔc 1 Õ γÔcÕ.
Proof. Precisely this has been verified in the proof of Theorem 6.7.
Theorem 6.14. Assume that U, V are an OST-monoids, and α : U V is a surjective monotone transmission. Assume further that
is a canonical factorization (cf. §2) of the transmission α. Then the monoids U, W, W can be equipped with total orderings (in a unique way), such that they become OST-monoids and all factors λ, β, µ, ρ are monotone transmissions.
Proof. a) Let γ : α ν : M N denote the ghost part of the transmission α and A denote the ghost kernel of α. Without loss of generality we may assume that
For any c È M we have λ ¡1 ÔcÕ A c , which by Lemma 6.12 is an upper set U c , hence is convex in U c . Since U c is convex in U, it follows that λ ¡1 ÔcÕ is convex in U.
Invoking Lemma 6.9, we equip the monoid U with the total ordering induced by λ, and then know by Theorem 6.10 that U has become an OST-monoid and λ has become a monotone transmission. By Lemma 6.11 also µ ¥ β : U V is monotone. b) Replacing U by U, we are allowed to assume henceforth that α : U V has trivial ghost kernel, and may focus on the canonical factorization α µ ¥ β with β π F ÔU,γÕ and µ : W V a tangible fiber contraction.
We use the identifications in Convention 3.3.b to handle W UßF ÔU, γÕ and β π F ÔU,γÕ . Thus all fibers of β are convex in U.
Invoking again Lemma 6.9 and Theorem 6.10, we equip W with that total ordering induced by β, which makes W an OST-monoid and β a monotone transmission. By Lemma 6.11 we conclude that also µ is a monotone transmission.
m-supervaluations
Definition 7.1. Let R be a semiring. An m-supervaluation on R is a map ϕ : R U to a supertropical monoid which fulfills the axioms SV1-SV4 required for a supervaluation in [IKR1, Definition 4.1], there for U a supertropical semiring. To repeat,
We then say that ϕ covers the m-valuation eϕ : R eU, a eϕÔaÕ.
Most notions developed for supervaluations in [IKR1], [IKR2, §2
] make sense for msupervaluations in the obvious way and will be used here without further explanation, but we repeat the definition of dominance. We further denote the equivalence class of an m-cover ϕ of v by Öϕ×, and the set of all these classes by Cov m ÔϕÕ. This set is partially ordered by declaring Öϕ× Öψ× iff ϕ ψ.
We now assume for simplicity and without loss of generality that v is surjective. Then every class ζ È Cov m ÔvÕ can be represented by a surjective m-supervaluation. Proof. We may assume that the m-supervaluation ϕ : R U is surjective. Let MFCÔUÕ denote the set of all MFC-relations on U. This set is partially ordered by inclusion,
{We view the equivalence relations E i as subsets of U ¢ U in the usual way.} We have a bijection MFCÔUÕ˜ CÔϕÕ, E Öπ E ¥ ϕ×, since every fiber contraction α over M is of the form ρ ¥ π E , with E È MFCÔUÕ uniquely determined by α and ρ an isomorphism over M. Clearly the bijection reverses the partial orders on MFCÔUÕ and CÔϕÕ. Now it can be proved exactly as in [IKR1, §7] for U a supertropical semiring, that the poset MFCÔUÕ is a complete lattice. Thus CÔϕÕ is a complete lattice.
We construct a supertropical monoid U which will be the target of an m-cover ϕ : R U dominating all other m-covers.
Let q : v ¡1 Ô0Õ suppÔvÕ. As a set we define U to be the disjoint union of RÞq and M, U ÔRÞqÕ M. We introduce on U the following multiplication: For x, y È U
It is readily checked that U with this multiplication is a monoid with unit element 1 U 1 R and absorbing idempotent 0 U 0 M . Moreover e : 1 M is an idempotent of U such that M e ¤ U and M in its given multiplication is a submonoid of U. Finally 0 M is the only element x of U with 0 M ¤ x 0 M . Thus, if we choose the given total ordering on the submonoid M of U, we have established on U the structure of a supertropical monoid (cf. Definition 1.1). We denote this supertropical monoid now by U 0 ÔvÕ. Proof. We choose surjective m-valuations ϕ : R U, ψ : R V with U a semiring and ζ Öϕ×, η Öψ×. There exists a fiber contraction α : U ։ V over M with α ¥ ϕ ψ.
Since ϕ and ψ are surjective, U ϕÔRÕ eϕÔRÕ and V ψÔRÕ eψÔRÕ. We conclude that αÔUÕ αϕÔRÕ eαϕÔRÕ ψÔRÕ eψÔRÕ V.
Since U is a semiring, it follows by Theorem 5.7, or already by Theorem 1.6.ii, that V is a semiring, hence η È CovÔvÕ.
Recall from §4 that every supertropical monoid U gives us a supertropical semiring Ô U UßEÔU, SÔUÕÕ together with an ideal compression σ U : π EÔU,SÔU ÕÕ : U ։ Ô U . Here SÔUÕ is the set of tangible NC-elements in U (cf. Definition 4.2).
Definition 7.7. For every m-supervaluation ϕ : R U we define a supervaluation
Proposition 7.8. Let ϕ be an m-cover of v.
(i) Ô ϕ is a cover of v and ϕ Ô ϕ.
(ii) If ψ is a cover of v with ϕ ψ, then Ô ϕ ψ.
Proof. i): This is obvious. ii): We may assume that ϕ is a surjective m-supervaluation. Then we have a fiber contraction α : U V over M with ψ α ¥ ϕ. By Theorem 4.5 we have a factorization α β ¥ σ U with β another fiber contraction over M. We conclude that ψ βσ U ϕ β Ô The supervaluation ϕ v is an initial cover of v; i.e., given any supervaluation ψ : R V covering v, there exists a (unique) semiring homomorphism α :
Proof. We may assume that ψ is a surjective supervaluation covering v. We know by Theorem 7.4 that ϕ In particular Y ÔvÕ is empty if v is a valuation, since this means that the bipotent semiring M is cancellative. Then we fall back on the explicit description of the initial cover ϕ v in [IKR1] which in present notation says that ϕ v ϕ 0 v (loc. cit, Example 4.5). In large parts of [IKR1] and whole [IKR2, §2] , where we studied coverings of valuations, it was important that we have tangible supervaluations at our disposal. There remains the difficult task to develop a similar theory for coverings of m-valuations, which are not valuations. We leave this to the future. But we mention that there exist many natural and beautiful m-valuations which are not valuations, as is already clear from [HV] and [Z] . More on this can be found in a recent paper [IKR3] .
Lifting ghosts to tangibles
Definition 8.1. We call a supertropical monoid U unfolded, if the set T ÔUÕ 0 : T ÔUÕ Ø0Ù
is closed under multiplication. If U is unfolded, then N : T ÔUÕ 0 is a monoid under multiplication with absorbing element 0. Further M : eU is a totally ordered monoid with absorbing element 0, and the restriction ρ :
is a monoid homomorphism with ρ ¡1 Ô0Õ Ø0Ù. Observing also that e U 1 M ρÔ1 N Õ, we see that the supertropical monoid U is completely determined by the triple ÔN, M, ρÕ. This leads to a way to construct all unfolded supertropical monoids up to isomorphism. The multiplication on U is given by the rules, in obvious notation,
It is easy to verify that ÔU, ¤ Õ is a (commutative) monoid with 1 U 1 N and absorbing element 0. Let e : 1 M . Then eU M and ρÔxÕ ex for x È M, further ex 0 iff x 0 for any x È U, since ρ ¡1 Ô0Õ Ø0Ù. Thus ÔU, ¤ , eÕ ,together with the given ordering on M eU, is a supertropical monoid. It clearly is unfolded. We denote this supertropical monoid U by STRÔN, M, ρÕ.
This construction generalizes the construction of supertropical domains [IKR1] (loc. cit. Construction 3.16). There we assumed that NÞØ0Ù and MÞØ0Ù are closed under multiplication, and that the monoid MÞØ0Ù is cancellative, and we obtained all supertropical predomains up to isomorphism. Dropping here just the cancellation hypothesis would give us a class of supertropical monoids not broad enough for our work below.
The present notation STRÔN, M, ρÕ differs slightly from the notation STRÔT , G, vÕ in [IKR1, Construction 3.16] . Regarding the ambient context this should not cause confusion.
We add a description of the transmissions between two unfolded supertropical monoids. (ii) In this way we obtain all tangible transmissions from U ½ to U. We now look for ways to "unfold" an arbitrary supertropical monoid U. By this we roughly mean a fiber contraction τ : Ö U U with Ö U an unfolded supertropical monoid and fibers τ ¡1 ÔxÕ, x È U as small as possible. More precisely we decree Definition 8.5. Let M : eU, and let N be a submonoid of ÔU, ¤ Õ which contains the set T ÔUÕ 0 . An unfolding of U along N is a fiber contraction τ :
For any x È N we callx the tangible lift of x (with respect to N).
Notice that this forces τ ÔT Ô Ö U Õ 0 Õ N, and that moreover for any x È N the tangible fiberx is the unique element of
U is an unfolding along N, then the mapx Thus Ö ρÔxÕ ρÔxÕ ex for x È N. Now define the unfolded supertropical monoid
We obtain a well-defined surjective map τ : Ö U U by putting τ ÔxÕ : x for x È N, τ ÔyÕ : y for y È M. This map τ is multiplicative, as checked easily, sends 0 to 0, 1 È T Ô Ö UÕ to 1 È N, and restricts to the identity on M. Thus τ is a fiber contraction (cf. Definition 2.1).
The fibers of τ are as indicated in Definition 8.5; hence τ is an unfolding of U along N.
U be unfoldings of U along N with tangible lifts x x and x x ½ respectively. Without loss of generality we assume that 
called the tangible unfolding of α along N ½ and N, such that the diagram
Proof. Let M ½ : eU ½ , M : eU, and let ρ ½ : N ½ M, ρ : N M denote the monoid homomorphism obtained from ν U ½ and ν U by restriction to N ½ and N. Then
The map α restricts to monoid homomorphisms λ : N ½ N and γ : M ½ M with λÔ0Õ 0, γÔ0Õ 0, and γ order preserving. Now γ ¥ ν U ½ ν U ¥ α, hence γρ ½ ρλ. Thus we have the tangible transmission
α is the only such map.
Corollary 8.10. Assume that α : U ½ U is a transmission between supertropical monoids which is tangibly surjective, i.e., T ÔUÕ αÔT ÔU ½ ÕÕ. Assume further that U ½ is unfolded. Let N : αÔT ÔU ½ Õ 0 Õ, which is a submonoid of U containing T ÔUÕ 0 .
(i) There exists a unique tangible transmission
applying Theorem 8.9 with N ½ : T ÔU ½ Õ 0 , and observe that Ö U ½ ÔN ½ Õ U ½ , since U ½ is unfolded.
(ii): Now obvious, since τ U,N ÔÖ αÔx ½ ÕÕ αÔx ½ Õ and
We are ready to construct "tangible lifts" of m-supervaluations.
Theorem 8.11. Assume that ϕ : R U is an m-supervaluation which is tangibly surjective,
i.e., T ÔUÕ ϕÔRÕ {e.g. ϕ is surjective; U ϕÔRÕ eϕÔRÕ}. Let N : ϕÔRÕ, which is a submonoid of U containing T ÔUÕ.
with ϕÔaÕ denoting the tangible lift of ϕÔaÕ w.r.t. N, is a tangible m-supervaluation of ϕ, called the tangible lift of ϕ.
(ii) If ϕ ½ : R U ½ is a tangible m-supervaluation dominating ϕ, then ϕ ½ dominates Ö ϕ. Thus xy È ψÔRÕ M GÔψÕ. This proves that GÔψÕ ¤ M GÔψÕ. Since M is bipotent, GÔψÕ is also closed under addition. (i) ψ 1 ψ 2 GÔψ 1 Õ GÔψ 2 Õ.
(ii) ψ 1 ψ 2 GÔψ 1 Õ GÔψ 2 Õ.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that ϕ is surjective. Then also the m-supervaluations ψ 1 , ψ 2 , Ö ϕ are surjective. By Corollary 8.13 the tangible lifts Ö ψ 1 and Ö ψ 2 are both equivalent to Ö ϕ. Again without loss of generality we moreover assume that ϕ The relation E has the 2-point equivalence classes Øx, sÔxÕÙ with x running through GÔϕÕ, while all other E-equivalence classes are one-point sets. Analogously, E i has the 2-point set equivalence classes Øx, sÔxÕÙ with x running through GÔψ i Õ GÔϕÕ, while again all other E-equivalence classes are one-point sets. Thus it is obvious that 4 E 1 E 2 iff GÔψ 1 Õ GÔψ 2 Õ.
But E 1 E 2 means that ψ 1 ψ 2 . This gives claim (i), and claim (ii) follows.
Definition 9.5. We call the monoid isomorphism
i.e., the copying isomorphism s : N˜ Ö N occurring in the proof of Theorem 9.4, the tangible lifting map for ϕ.
Notice that for x È ϕÔRÕ, y È T Ô Ö U Õ 0 we have sÔxÕy sÔxyÕ.
We assume henceforth that the m-valuation v : R M is surjective, and that ϕ : R U is a surjective m-supervaluation with eϕ v. The question arises whether every ideal a of M with a GÔϕÕ occurs as the ghost value set GÔψÕ of some m-supervaluation ψ covering v with ϕ ψ Ö ϕ. This is indeed true. Öϕ, Ö ϕ× Ö0, GÔϕÕ×, which sends each class Öψ× È Öϕ, Ö ϕ× to the ideal GÔψÕ. By Theorem 9.4 this map is injective, and by Construction 9.6 we know that it is also surjective. Thus we we have proved We switch to the case where ϕ : R U is a supervaluation, i.e., the supertropical monoid U is a semiring. We want to characterize the partial tangible lifts ψ of ϕ which are again supervaluations; in other terms, we want to determine the subset Öϕ, Ö ϕ× CovÔvÕ of the interval Öϕ, Ö ϕ× of Cov m ÔvÕ. The set Y ÔvÕ introduced near the end of §7 will play a decisive role. It consists of the products ab È R of elements a, b È R for which there exists some a ½ È R with vÔa ½ Õ vÔaÕ, vÔa ½ bÕ vÔabÕ 0.
Henceforth we call these products ab the v-NC-products (in R). Let further q ½ : q Y ÔvÕ with q the support of v, q v ¡1 Ô0Õ. As observed in §7, q ½ is an ideal of the monoid ÔR, ¤ Õ, while q is an ideal of the semiring R.
Example 9.9. Let R be a supertropical semiring and γ : eR M a semiring homomorphism to a bipotent semiring M. Then v : γ ¥ ν R : R M is a strict m-valuation. The v-NC-products are the products yz with y, z È U such that there exists some y ½ È R with γÔey ½ Õ γÔeyÕ, γÔey ½ zÕ γÔeyzÕ. Thus Y ÔvÕ is the ideal D 0 ÔR, γÕ of the supertropical semiring R introduced in Definition 4.8. Proposition 9.10. If ϕ is a supervaluation then ϕÔq ½ Õ is contained in the ghost value set GÔϕÕ.
Proof. We have seen in §7 that ϕÔY ÔvÕÕ M. Since ϕÔqÕ Ø0Ù, this implies that ϕÔq ½ Õ M ϕÔRÕ GÔϕÕ.
Remark 9.11. Here is a more direct argument that ϕÔY ÔvÕÕ M, than given in the proof of Theorem 7.12.i. If x È Y ÔvÕ, then we have a ½ , a, b È R with x ab, vÔa ½ Õ vÔaÕ, vÔa ½ bÕ vÔabÕ 0. Clearly ϕÔxÕ ϕÔaÕϕÔbÕ is an NC-product in the supertropical semiring U (recall Definition 4.2), and thus ϕÔxÕ is ghost, as observed already in Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 9.12. Assume that ϕ : R U is a surjective tangible m-supervaluation covering v.
Then ϕÔRÞqÕ T ÔUÕ, vÔRÕ M, and ϕÔY ÔvÕÕ SÔUÕ.
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Proof. a) We have U ϕÔRÕ vÔRÕ, ϕÔRÞqÕ T ÔUÕ, and vÔRÕ M. Since U T ÔUÕ M, this forces ϕÔRÞqÕ T ÔUÕ and vÔRÕ M. b) Let c È Y ÔvÕ. There exist a, b, a ½ È R with c ab, vÔa ½ Õ vÔaÕ, vÔa ½ bÕ vÔabÕ 0. It follows that ϕÔcÕ xy 0 with x : ϕÔaÕ, y : ϕÔbÕ, vÔa ½ Õ ex, vÔa ½ Õy exy. Thus ϕÔcÕ is an NC-product in U. Moreover ϕÔcÕ is tangible, hence ϕÔcÕ È SÔUÕ. Thus ϕÔY ÔvÕÕ SÔUÕ. c) Let x È SÔUÕ be given. Then x yz È T ÔUÕ with y, z È U and y ½ ey, y ½ z eyz 0 for some y ½ È M. Clearly y, z È T ÔUÕ. We choose a, b, a ½ È R with ϕÔaÕ y, ϕÔbÕ z, vÔa ½ Õ y ½ . Then ey vÔaÕ, ez vÔbÕ, and it follows that vÔa ½ Õ vÔaÕ, vÔa ½ bÕ vÔabÕ 0. Thus ab È Y ÔvÕ and x ϕÔabÕ. This proves that SÔUÕ ϕÔY ÔvÕÕ. (i) Õ ϕ is again a supervaluation. More precisely, Õ ϕ coincides with the supervaluation ÔÖ ϕÕ associated to the tangible lift Ö ϕ : R Ö U of ϕ (cf. Definition 7.7).
